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This article presents a case example of how to analyze the optimal location of
a distribution center (DC) to minimize the cost of transportation. The case
study has been performed for a customer by FREJA 4PL Services. FREJA 4PL
Services was chosen because of the strong combination of 33 years of
experience in the transport and logistics business together with a strong
theoretical foundation within supply chain optimization.
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The analysis ranks feasible DCs in
Europe with primary focus on the
European market and secondary
focus on forthcoming overseas
distribution out of Hamburg,
Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Key
finding of the analysis shows, that
when it comes to decision making
about DC location and network, one
should focus on lead time in
accordance to point-to-point distance
and cost in accordance to logistical
imbalance between points.

The customer produces goods in
Denmark (74%) and in Italy (26%).
Currently goods are trucked from
both production facility directly to
customers across Europe and to
various ports. Goods are distributed
both inside (73%) and outside (27%)
of the EU, as per diagram 1. The
distribution of transportation modes
is illustrated in diagram 2 which
shows; Truck 69%, Sea 13%, Air 6%
and Courier 2%.

THE TASK AT A GLANCE
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The distribution of transportation
modes shows that the majority of
goods is by Road. Air & Sea modes
are secondary, but of great interest
for an optimal location, as nearly one
fifth of the total gross weight is by Air
or Sea.

Furthermore, the Air & Sea rates are
generally higher than Road causing a
significant impact on total costs.
Thus, the Air & Sea rates have a
relatively bigger impact than Road,
hence trucking to ports of Hamburg,
Amsterdam and Rotterdam are
included in the scenarios.

Figure 1. The production is split between one location in Denmark and one in Italy



Figure 2. Overview of used transport modesFigure 3. Is the volume distributed within Europe?

Figure 4 shows the activity across the European markets measured in distributed
gross weight. From the heat map, the top 5 markets are identified as France,
Germany, Great Britain, The Netherlands, and Italy.
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Figure 4. As-Is heat map to highlight activity of European markets. The color range is from white (low activity) to
red (high activity).



Figure 5. Location of possible DCs, Ports, and Factories

The data and initial qualitative analysis identified 6 potential DC locations to
minimize the cost of transportation, as per Figure 5.  A model is built to estimate
the total cost of transport from factories to the Top 5 markets for each of the
possible DC locations.
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ANALYZING THE CASE

Figure 6. Schematic
overview of the
mathematical 
models built.



Based on the findings, a rank and a cost-effectiveness index are given to each of the
possible DC locations. Index 100 is the average cost of transport for the 6 scenarios.
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QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

Table 1. Possible locations for the DCs ranked by cost effectiveness.

The analysis indicates that locating the DC in Prague will result in the lowest cost of
transport. While Hamburg and Copenhagen also serves as good options.
 
However, deciding where to locate a DC must not only be based on the cost of
transport, as this does not include important factors such as startup costs, the
business climate, wages, taxes, and so forth. Therefore, a qualitative analysis of each
location is made to support the decision.



*Sources:
Agent Network

EKF: Analyst Lynge Gørtz Smestad
Czech Statistical Office

Trading Economics
European Commission

Eurostat
World Economic Forum
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Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages*

Figure 7. Overview of Prague’s WEF business environment rating



In this case, the qualitative factors
combined with the total cost of

transport found in the analysis, resulted
in the customer deciding to place the
new distribution center in Denmark,
resulting in a 7% decrease in cost of

logistics.
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CONCLUSION

Do you face challenges in your supply chain or are you
interested in knowing how FREJA 4PL Services may help you?
Then contact Head of Digital & Innovation, Kenneth
Sandgaard, on ksa@freja.com or on +45 9670 5360.


